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PROBABILITY  MEASURES  ON  SEMIGROUPS

PETER gerl

Abstract. Let 5 be a discrete semigroup, P a probability

measure on S and se S with lim sup„(P'",(j))1'" = l. We study

limit theorems for the convolution powers P,n' ofP implied by the

above property and further the class of all semigroups with this

property. Theorem 3 relates this class of semigroups to left amenable

semigroups.

1. Introduction. Let S be a discrete semigroup and P a probability

measure on S, that is a real valued function on S with P(s)~^.0 for all

seS and 2sesF(i)=l. Kesten ([4], [5]) characterized amenable groups

by means of the asymptotic behavior of convolution powers of symmetric

probability measures defined on the group. A more precise information

for the asymptotic behavior was obtained in [2] and [3] for symmetric

probability measures on a discrete amenable group. In what follows

we will derive similar theorems for probability measures on discrete

semigroups.

Let S be a discrete semigroup, P a probability measure on S. Then

Supp P={s/P(s)>Q} denotes the support of P. To say Supp P generates S

means: S= \J%=1 (SuppP)n.

For probability measures P, Q on S define their convolution P * Q by

P * Q(s) = 2 WOW
SlS2=S

(the summation is to be extended over all representations ois as a product

of two elements sx, s2 of S). P * Q is again a probability measure and

Supp P * g = (Supp P) ■ (Supp Q). We often write P«»=P,P(") = P * /><«-i>.

Kesten obtained the following characterization of discrete amenable

groups:

Let G be a discrete group with unit element e, P a symmetric probability

measure on G (P(g)=P(g~1) for all g in G) such that G is generated by
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SuppP; then

G is amenab¡eoP[e] = lim sup(P<Ii)(e))1/'1 = 1.
n-»oo

2. Limit theorems. Let S be a discrete semigroup; if there exists a

probability measure P on S with the properties

(1) Supp P generates S, and

(2) there exists an s e S with P[j] = lim supn_ca(PM(s))1/n=l then we

call 5 an A-semigroup or, if we want to specify P, (S, P) an A-pair.

Let (S, P) be an A-oair with P[s] = \ for some s e S. Let s' e S; since

Supp P generates S there exists a natural number k withPU)(i')>0. Then

P{n+k}(ss') =   2   Pin)(sx)P{k)(s2) ^ P(n)(s)Pik)(s')

SIS2=SS'

and (k is fixed)

1 ^ P[ss'] = lim sup(P(*+*,(ss'))1/(''+*'

^ lim sup(P<tt,(s))1/*lim(P<**(Äf'))1/" = P[s] = 1.
n n

Therefore we have

Proposition 1.   P[s] = l^~P[ss']=P[s's]=P[s'ss"]=\ for alls', s"eS.

S is called left simple if for all s e S:Ss=S (this means every element of

S can be written in the form s's). Proposition 1 implies

Proposition 2. (a) // S is left simple (or right simple, or a group)

then

P[s] = 1   for one s e S <=> P[s] = 1   for every s e S.

(b) If S has a left unit e (es=sfor all s) then

P[e] — 1 o P[s] = 1   for every s e S.

Let S be a discrete semigroup with a left unit e and (S, P) an ,4-pair,

further put P' = J(P+oe) (ôe is the probability measure concentrated

at e, i.e. ôe(e)=\, ôe(s) = 0 for e¿¿s e S). Then P' is a probability measure

on S and Supp P' = Supp Pu{e}.

Proposition 3.   P[s]=l=>P'[s]=l.

Proof,    e is a left unit, therefore ôe * P=P. So

F'"wa¿lj(2;)í,"'(s)a^(2;)p,-'w
and

1 ^ (P'(2n,(s))1/2,! ^ 2   M      r"      (P("'(S))1/2" = a„(P(">(s))1/2".

Since lim„ a„=l we get P'[s] = 1.
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Proposition 3 says that if (S, P) is an ^-pair then so is (S, P') (and we

have P'(e-)>0).

Theorem 1. Let S be a discrete semigroup with a left unit e and (S, P)

an A-pair. Then

(1) p[e] = 1 ̂ >limn^00(P'(")(.s))1/"= 1 for every seS,

(2) Umn^aa(P'M(s)y/n=\o\imn^(P'<n+l)(s)lP'M(s))= 1.

Proof.    Similar to the proof of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 of [3].

3. The class of ^-semigroups.

Theorem 2. Let S be a finite semigroup and P a probability measure

on S such that Supp P generates S. Then (S, P) is an A-pair.

Proof.    Let c be the cardinal number of 5". Then for every n= 1, 2, • • •

there exists an element sn in S with P(n)(in)^l/c. Because S is finite

there is an s0 in 5 which appears infinitely often in the sequence sx, s2, ■ ■ •

and so P<"*)(i0)^l/c for some sequence «1<«2<- ' ' of natural numbers.

Therefore P[s0] = l.

Theorem 3. Let S be a discrete semigroup with left cancellation

(ss'=ss"^>s'=s") and a left unit e. If S is an A-semigroup then S is left

amenable.

Proof. By assumption there exists a probability measure P on S

and an element s e S such that (1) Supp P generates 5 and (2) P[s] = l.

By Proposition 3 we have P'[s]=l (P' = |(P-Me)).

Now let xel2(S); then P' * x e l2(S) and |P' * *||8g||P'||1MiH|x||s.

So we can consider P' * as an operator on l2(S) and we have for its norm

l|F'*|l2-^l-
Further, ñe e l2(S). Next,

P'(s) = P'(s)ôe(e) ^(2(2 nsuUsJfJ^ ||P' * ÔJ2
^SG«<?    \SlS-¿=S '   '

^   SUP    ||P'*x||2  =   ||P'*|li-a^   1,

and in the same way

FM(s)< ¡|P'U)*||2^ 1.

So ^P'tij^limsupJIP'«"' *||^2=spectral radius of P' * <|P' *||2^2^1

or ||P'*||2_.2=1; by the same argument HP''*'*||2_2=1 for k=\, 2, ■ ■ ■ .

But Supp P' generates S and so for every finite E<= S there exists a natural

number k with £<=SuppP'(fc) and e£SuppP'U). Then [1] (Theorem 1,

(e)=>(a)) implies that 5 is left amenable.

Remark 1. For S a group G and P a symmetric probability measure

on G whose support generates G we have from the theorem of Kesten
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and Proposition 2 : G amenable =>P[g]= 1 for every g e G. So for groups

we lose nothing in considering only symmetric probability measures. If

P is not symmetric this implication need no longer be true; consider for

example the infinite cyclic group G = (d), generated by a. This group is

commutative, therefore amenable. Let

P = ocáa + (1 - a)Vl        (0 < a < 1, a tí I).
Then

p(n)      y (n\ô 2t-„a*fi _ ayn-*

and

P^\e) = (2n)a"(l - a)".

P[e] = lim I2")   "(a(l - a))1/2 = 2(a(l - a))]/2 < 1    for a ^ è

(and P[e] = P[g] for every g e G by Proposition 2).

Remark 2. The statement of Theorem 3 is false for arbitrary semi-

groups, for there are finite semigroups (which are ,4-semigroups by

Theorem 2) that are not left (or right) amenable.

Remark 3. The converse of Theorem 3 is not true in general, for there

are left amenable semigroups with left cancellation and a unit that are

not /i-semigroups.

Consider, for example, the infinite cyclic semigroup S={e, a, a2, ■ • ■},

generated by e (unit) and a. S is abelian and therefore amenable. Let P

be a probability measure on S such that Supp P generates S. This implies

0<P(e) = a.<\ and so P=tx.be + (\-«.)Px, where Supp Px<= {a, a2, • • • } =

S-{e}.
Then Supp P[n) <= {an, an+1, • • •} and therefore

*=o \k'

This gives PM(e) = oLn and P[e] = ct< 1.

*(1 - a)*.

For /= 1, 2, • • ■ we find for « large enough

P("V) ^ 2 (")p[k\a')*n-k0 - a)*

and therefore P[a']^a<l. So S is not an ,4-semigroup.
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Theorem 4. The homomorphic image of an A-semigroup is an A-

semigroup.

Proof. Let (S, P) be an A-pair with P[i]=l (s e S). Let cp:S^Sx

be a homomorphism onto the semigroup Sx. Define the probability

measure P, on Sx by

Px(Sl) = P(cp~\sx)) =    2,    p(s)-
se<p    (si)

Then by induction

tf-to- 2    2 p^ 2  '•"-V)
si'si"=si s'e<p    (»i') s"e<p     («i")

=    2    F(s')P<n_1)(s") =   2   pU)(5)'

s's"g<p    (si) se<p    (si)

and   therefore   l^P^'^^P'"»^)   for  i 6 <p~l(sx).   Thus  Px[sx]=l   if

P[i]=l (where tp(s)=sx).

Theorem 5. Let (Sx, Px) be an A-pair, (S2, P2) be an A-pair such that

for some s2e S2:limn^x(Pln)(s2)y/n=l. Then (SxxS2, PxxP2) is an

A-pair.

Proof.    Supp P, x P2 generates Sx x S2 and

1 > (P, x P2)[(su s2)] ^ P1[s1]Um(P<»,(sa))1/" = Px[sx] = 1

for some sxe Sx.

Example 1. Let S be a countable right zero semigroup (ss'=s' for

all s, s' e S). If P is any probability measure on S whose support generates

S, then Supp P=S and

p"\s) = 2 wp^to-2 p^p^is) = p(s).
S2=S1S2=S *1€jS

Therefore Prjj = lim(P(s))1/n=l, because P(i)>0 for every s e S; so we

see that every countable right zero semigroup is an ^-semigroup.

Example 2. As in Remark 3 one can show that the semigroup

S={e, a, b, ab, ■ ■ •}, generated by two elements a and b, is not an

/4-semigroup.
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